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Giving opportunities 

Participate in Shaping the Future 
Join us in shaping how our nation navigates the most significant technological revolution of this century. Our institute is 

committed to safeguarding public interests during this transition and ensuring its benefits reach everyone. We hold 

extensive expertise in applying AI technology in society ethically and effectively. Our stance is proactive involvement in 

the process, rather than passive reaction. 

Our Current Activities 
▪ We collect and analyze AI use cases across teaching, research, and administrative domains. 

▪ We provide high-quality resources and professional development opportunities, extending our reach beyond the 

Sacramento State campus. 

▪ Our services include consulting on AI integration for real-world problem solving. 

▪ We offer guidance to organizations on policy decisions related to AI. 

▪ We form teams of top experts for examining AI's role in society. 

How Your Support Can Make a Difference 
▪ With your assistance, we can create analytical reports, policy recommendations, and position papers on AI's 

societal impacts. These will be publicly accessible, acknowledging the primary sponsors. 

▪ Your contributions can fund innovative AI-related projects led by our faculty, students, and partners, impacting 

education and other vital sectors. 

▪ We can expand our consulting services to public organizations. 

▪ Your support will enable us to host a series of public talks on AI's role in modern society. 

▪ We aim to develop a comprehensive theory of AI integration in a democratic society. 

▪ With your help, we can conduct groundbreaking research on AI's implications for cognitive science and learning 

theory. 

▪ A major gift will empower us to establish a world-class public think tank, attracting the brightest minds to 

engage in critical research and discourse on AI and its societal implications. 

Get Involved 
To discuss donations or grants of any scale, please reach out to Sasha Sidorkin, Head of the Institute, at 

sidorkin@csus.edu. Discover more about our institute, its priorities, and projects at http://csus/ai  

MAKE CHECKS TO THE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION AT SACRAMENTO STATE, FUND X1869. 
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